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Abstract
The theoretical literature on social velfare ordering has always concerned with the
deter■lination of common decisioュCriteria that integrate,in some way or another,the
different preferences of participating individuals, The aggregation problena has
become the fundamental subieCt tO the formal analysis of political and econonlic
organization,In velfare terms, the aggregation problem can be formulated as the
problem of deriving a social iudgment about social alternatives, As a deductive
systelaa,social welfare ordering has made clear the difficult issues that the various
interpretation of its basic terms introduce lt has made clear that for each particular
model specific axloms should be constructed.The major purpose of this essay is to
discuss the specific conditions and axioms underlying various kind of social velfare
ordering models,and to give an introductive view to that part of social welfare theory
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変 動 係 弦
相対平均E差
対 象 分 散

































充  足 1遊 不 変
充  足 不 題 減
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